THE COALITION FOR THE ICC & PARLIAMENTARIANS FOR GLOBAL ACTION
invite the delegates and observers to the IX Assembly of States Parties of the Rome Statute to a Panel on

**COOPERATION WITH THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT**

Tuesday 7 December 2010, 1:15 – 3:00pm
*UNHQ - New Lawn Building, Room 5*

**Items for discussion:**

1. The Rome Statute's obligation to cooperate fully with the Court (art. 86) and other essential aspects of the law of the “ICC system” (or Rome Statute system)
2. Obstacles to cooperation: legal and political problems
3. Strategies to generate effective cooperation, especially regarding the execution of pending Arrest Warrants
4. Political will to support cooperation of States with the ICC: Role of Parliamentarians and of Civil Society
5. The Assembly of States Parties’ mandate to promote and encourage cooperation, and take appropriate measures to remedy non-cooperation and non-compliance (art. 87.7 and 112)

**Panel:**

- **Mr. William Pace**, CICC Convenor (Chairperson)
- **Mr. Amady Ba**, Head of international cooperation section in the Office of the Prosecutor of the ICC
- **Mr. Musa Sirma**, MP (Kenya), Chairperson, PGA Kenya National Group
- **Mr. Richard Dicker or Ms. Geraldine Mattioli** (Human Rights Watch) (*pending confirmation*)
- **Sen. Mwamba Mushikonke Mwamus** - Vice-Chair, Justice and Administrative Affairs Committee (DRC), Chairperson, PFA DRC National Group
- **Mr. Jørgen Poulsen**, MP Member, Foreign Affairs Committee (Denmark)
- **Mr. Jonathan O’Donohu** (Amnesty International) (*pending confirmation*)
- **Ms. Stella Ndirangu** (ICJ Kenya)

**LIMITED SEATING - EN/FR will be provided**

CONTACT: Ms. Stefanie Kueng, Programme Associate PGA, Stefanie@pgaction.org